The nanostructure of biological materials is built with hard mineral crystals embedded in soft protein matrix in a staggered manner. The staggered arrangement of the crystals is assumed to be critically important for the stability of the nanostructure. But the mechanism is not fully understood. In this paper, a mechanical model, considering the effects of overlapping ratio between the crystals, i.e., the staggering position, is developed for analyzing the buckling behaviors of the nanostructure. It is found that the buckling strength increases with the overlapping ratio k in the range of 0-1/2 and reaches a peak value at k ¼ 1/2 that is generally adopted by nature's design of the biological materials. The effect of aspect ratio and volume fraction of mineral crystals are further analyzed at various overlapping ratios, and the results are in general consistent with previous studies for the case of k ¼ 1/2. In addition, the lower and upper limits of the buckling strength are obtained. Finally, we show that the contact between mineral tips can significantly enhance the buckling strength of the nanostructure when the aspect ratio of minerals is small.
Introduction
Natural biological materials, such as bone, teeth, and nacre, have attracted much attention due to their exceptional mechanical properties which have provided valuable inspirations to the synthesis of advanced man-made materials [1] [2] [3] . The combination of high strength, hardness, and fracture toughness of the materials enables animals to support their weight, move, and flight, cut foods, and protect themselves against the attack outside [4] [5] [6] . These superior mechanical properties are attributed to a design of "brick-and-motar" like nanostructure and its extension to larger scales through the structural hierarchy [2, [7] [8] [9] ] (see Fig. 1 ). This nanostructure is composed of hard mineral crystal and soft protein matrix, and the difference in Young's modulus between them is up to 3 order of magnitude [2, 4] . In particular, the minerals have large aspect ratio and embedded in the protein matrix in a staggered arrangement [7, [10] [11] [12] [13] (Fig. 1(c) ). The so-called tension-shear chain (TSC) model [7] , which has been wellaccepted for depicting the nanostructure of biological materials [2, 10, 14, 15] , shows that the mineral crystal bears the tensile/compressive load while the protein matrix transfer the load via shear with the help of large aspect ratio of the mineral. However, because of the large aspect ratio of mineral, the nanostructure is susceptible to buckling when the biological materials are under compression.
Compared with the hardness, strength, and fracture toughness [2, [6] [7] [8] 11, 14] , the buckling behaviors of the nanostructures are much less explored. Ji et al. [16] analyzed the buckling of a single mineral crystal within the nanostructure. In that preliminary study, only a single mineral was allowed to buckle while its neighboring minerals were kept straight in profile. They found a transition of buckling strength from an aspect-ratio-dependent manner to a saturating behavior with a lower limit that is independent of the aspect ratio. Furthermore, Su et al. [17] studied the buckling behavior of multiple minerals in the nanostructure, considering the coupling of deformation among adjacent minerals. They showed that there are two typical buckling modes-one is antisymmetric mode which occurs at small aspect ratio, and the other one is symmetric mode which occurs at relatively large aspect ratio; for very large aspect ratio, the buckling strength of both symmetric and antisymmetric modes approached to that of continuous-fiber reinforced composite given by the Rosen model [18, 19] . They also showed that the structural hierarchy enhances the buckling strength of biological materials. In addition, they discussed the relationship between local buckling and global buckling which is dependent on the aspect ratio [17] .
Despite the advances in understanding the buckling behaviors of the nanostructure made in previous studies, two problems remain unsolved: (1) What is the effect of the staggering position of mineral on the buckling strength? In previous studies, the mineral crystals were assumed in a special staggering with a half overlapping length. (2) How will the contact between mineral tips influence the buckling behaviors? Previously, the possible contact between the adjacent tips of mineral crystals in the longitudinal direction was ignored. However, in practical applications, they may contact with each other when the nanostructure is subjected to compressive load. In this study, we will address these two problems by developing a new theoretical model. The results of this work should advance our knowledge of the buckling behaviors of biological materials and provide guidelines for the design of advanced biomimetic nanocomposites.
The Mechanical Model
Figure 2(a) shows the nanostructure of biological materials, where the mineral crystals with large aspect ratio are embedded in the protein matrix in a staggered manner. A pressure is applied from the left of the material as the far field load. A representative volume element (RVE) was extracted, which has a length of 2L and a height of 2ðH m þ H p Þ, where L is the length of the mineral crystal, and H m and H p are the thicknesses of mineral crystal and protein matrix, respectively. Because the RVE is much smaller than the entire nanostructured material, a periodic boundary condition without shear deformation was applied in our buckling analysis, by which the four boundaries of the RVE kept straight before and after the buckling of the minerals (Fig. 2(b) ).
The mineral crystals were modeled as slender beams, while the protein matrix was modeled as two-dimensional elastic medium. In previous studies [16, 17] , the tips between the neighboring minerals were assumed to be free of contact; therefore, the effect of possible contact on the buckling behaviors was neglected. Here, we allowed the tips to contact with each other when the nanostructure is subjected to compressive load. And the contact at the tip zone is modeled as pinned joint in the buckling analysis.
To consider the effect of the overlapping length between mineral crystals, a normalized overlapping length is defined by the ratio k ¼ L s =L, called overlapping ratio (staggering position), where the overlapping length L s changes from 0 to L, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . k ¼ 0; 1 indicate the extreme conditions that the mineral crystals are perfectly aligned, while k ¼ 1=2 indicates the half overlapping, as shown in Fig. 2(c) .
To deal with the staggered alignment of the minerals, the RVE is artificially divided into four parts along the Z direction, i.e., I, II, III, and IV. And along the Y direction, there are three layers of minerals, which are denoted by A (Fig. 2(b) ).
Static Analysis of the Nanostructures
We first did the static analysis of the nanostructure before the buckling analysis. Z indicates the horizontal direction and Y indicates the vertical direction, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . Because the size of the tip zone is very small, the neighboring minerals in the Z direction would contact with each other once the pressure load is applied on the nanostructure ( Fig. 2(a) ). In this case, the axial force in mineral crystals is uniform as
Here, the subscript "o" denotes the value before buckling, and the subscript "3" denotes the Z direction. Similarly, subscripts "1" and "2" denote X and Y directions, respectively. The shear deformation in protein matrix is zero because the axial force in mineral crystals is uniform. We assume that the tips between the minerals will be in contact under compressive load. In this situation, the compressive property of the nanostructure is different from its tensile property. Because the protein is much softer than mineral crystals, the effective compressive modulus of the nanostructure is given by E c ¼ E m V m according to the rule of mixture, where E m and V m ¼ H m =ðH m þ H p Þ are the Young's modulus and the volume fraction of the mineral crystals, respectively. Let E c ¼ E c =E p be the normalized compressive modulus of the nanostructure, where E p is the Young's modulus of protein matrix. Then, we have
where k ¼ E m =E p denotes the ratio of the Young's moduli of mineral crystals and the protein matrix. Under the tensile load, the tips between the minerals were separated. In this case, the TSC model gives the normalized tensile modulus as [10] 
where q ¼ L=H m . For q ! 1, E t asymptotically approaches to E c . Figure 3 gives the comparison of normalized tensile and compressive moduli of the nanostructure. Note that the compressive modulus is proportional to the volume fraction V m , independent of the aspect ratio q. And, it is the upper bound of the tensile modulus.
Buckling Analysis of the Nanostructures
For the convenience of analysis, the RVE of the nanostructure is divided into four parts as depicted in Fig. 2(b) . These four parts share the same global coordinate Y and Z, where the origin of the coordinate is C 0 I . For simplification, in the derivation of the governing equations, the subscripts I; II; III; and IV were omitted. They are applicable to all the four parts. But the boundary conditions are different for these four parts.
4.1 Displacements, Strain, and Stress. Let the incremental displacements of mineral crystals in the Y direction due to buckling be
where C 1 and C 2 are the constant, representing the incremental displacements of the top and bottom minerals at A 0 I and G 0 I in the Y direction, respectively, and v 1 ðZÞ and v 2 ðZÞ are the function for the pure bending deformation. Similarly, let the incremental displacements in the Z direction be 
where D 1 and D 2 are the constant, representing the incremental displacements of the top and bottom minerals at A 0 I and G 0 I in the Z direction, respectively, and w 1 ðZÞ and w 2 ðZÞ represent the axial compression/tension deformation. Now, we derive the displacement of protein matrix. According to the continuity condition at the mineral-protein interface, the incremental displacements for the protein in the Y direction at the interfaces are
In the Z direction, the displacement of the mineral-protein interface is yielded by both the bending and the tensile/compressive of the minerals, which is given by
Here ðÞ 0 ¼ dðÞ=dZ. Then, the shear stress in protein matrix can be derived by substituting the geometry relation c ¼ ð@u
where G p ¼ E p =½2ð1 þ p Þ, and E p and p are the Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio of protein matrix, respectively. We assume that the shear stress in protein matrix is constant along the Y direction as the ratio of thickness to the length of protein layer is small. By the means of average, the shear stress in protein layer can be calculated as
where AD and EH denote protein matrix ABCD and EFGH (the superscripts I, II, III, and IV are omitted, see Fig. 2(a) ), respectively. According to the equilibrium equation (Fig. 4(a) )
the normal stress r Y along the Y direction is a linear function of Y, but with a constant to be determined. Hence, the normal stress r Y in protein matrix is obtained as 
Governing Equations of Minerals.
According to the illustration in Fig. 4(b) , the equilibrium equation for the mineral modeled by a plane beam is given by
where m 1 is the bending moment; q 1 and p 2 are the distributed moment and force, respectively; and t o 3 is the axial force before buckling. According to Eq. (1),
Similarly, for the mineral crystal
Substituting Eqs. (13) and (14) into Eq. (12), together with Eqs. (4)- (7), (9), and (11), the governing equation of minerals A 0 B 0 and C 0 D 0 are obtained, respectively, as
Note that the incremental displacements along the Z direction do not appear in the governing equations because they are of smaller order of magnitude compared with the displacement in the Y direction [20] .
To simplify the governing equation, we define
where n ¼ Z=L denotes the normalized coordinate of Z. 
are dimensionless parameters, and
is the normalized critical buckling stress. Solving the governing equation (17), we have the general solutions as for
where 
Substituting Eq. (21) into Eq. (4), we obtained the displacements of mineral crystals. The constants in the solution can be determined by the continuity and boundary conditions. As there are four parts in the RVE, we have 8 Â 4 ¼ 32 constants according to Eq. (20) . In addition to constants C 1 and C 2 in Eq. (21), we have 34 constants that to be determined.
Continuity Conditions and Boundary
Conditions. The continuity conditions should be applied at the interfaces of two neighboring parts. We define I-II as the interface between parts I and II, and similarly II-III and III-IV the interfaces of parts II and III and parts III and IV, respectively. For example, there are two joints at the I-II interface, B (Fig. 2(b) ). B II is pinned joint, therefore the continuity of rotation angle does not hold, instead the condition of zero moment should be applied. Therefore, the continuity conditions at the I-II interface are written as
Similarly, the continuity conditions for the II-III and III-IV interfaces are
Then, we have 8 Â 3 ¼ 24 continuity conditions at the interfaces. Here, h ¼ du 2 =dZ, and the expression of shear forces Q is given in the Appendix.
Regarding the boundary conditions, the constraint of rigid-body motion and the periodic conditions should be applied. To constrain the rigid-body motion of the RVE in the Y direction, we fixed the displacement of C 
On the other hand, the periodic condition requires the continuity of displacement, angle, and moment at the periodic boundary as
In addition, the entire nanostructure is force free in the Y direction; therefore, the integral of stress r Y on any horizontal section of the RVE should be zero. For simplification, we apply this condition to the upper and bottom boundary of protein matrix ABCD and EFGH as
which yields two conditions as
Here, g i ðnÞ (i ¼ I; II; III; IV) is the solution of Eq. (17) 2 .
Taken together, we now have 8 Â 4 þ 2 ¼ 34 conditions/equations, of which the number is exactly equal to that of the constants to be determined. 
from which the buckling strength of the nanostructure, r c , can be determined. Here, U is a vector consisting of all the unknown constants, including constants C 1 and C 2 in Eq. (16) 
Results and Discussion
The aim of this study is to examine the effect of staggering of minerals and the contact between mineral tips on the buckling strength of nanostructure. Figure 5 shows the normalized buckling strength, i.e., normalized critical buckling stress, as a function of overlapping ratio (staggering position) for volume fraction V m ¼ 45% and aspect ratio q ¼ 10. As we can see, the buckling strength increases with the overlapping ratio k in the range of k 2 ½0; 1=2, while it decreases in the range of k 2 ½1=2; 1, i.e., the plot is symmetric with respect to k ¼ ð1=2Þ. To understand the dependence of the buckling strength on k, we examined the changing of the buckling mode with k. For k ¼ 0, the mineral performed a rigidbody rotation without bending as depicted in Fig. 6 , and the protein matrix had a shear-dominated deformation. The minerals are able to rotate easily via the pinned joints because of no overlapping between neighboring minerals. The buckling strength at this special alignment defines the lower limit of the strength of all buckling modes at different overlapping ratios (see Figs. 5 and 7) , which is given by [17] r
Note that it is independent of the aspect ratio. With the increase of k, the rotation of minerals was more and more constrained by their neighboring minerals. Thus, the bending of minerals and tension of protein along the Y direction played more important roles. When the overlapping ratio was increased to k ¼ 1=2, the buckling strength reached its maximum value (Fig. 5) , indicating that the staggered arrangement is of critical importance for enhancing the buckling strength of the nanostructure. In fact, k ¼ 1=2 is usually adopted by nature in the design of nanostructures of biological materials. We also found that the aspect ratio takes critical role in the buckling strength of the nanostructure. Figure 7 illustrates the effect of aspect ratio on buckling strength at different overlapping ratios k for two typical volume fraction of mineral, i.e., V m ¼ 45% for bone and V m ¼ 95% for nacre. For small aspect ratio, the buckling strength was small because the displacement of mineral mainly comes from rotation without bending, and the resistance to the rotation mainly originates from the shear deformation of protein matrix, as shown in Fig. 6 . With the increase of the aspect ratio, the buckling displacement involves more bending of the mineral as well as tension of protein matrix. But when the aspect ratio becomes larger than a critical value, the buckling strength reaches a peak value, and further increase of the aspect ratio induces the decreases of buckling strength due to the reduction of both bending of mineral and tension deformation in protein.
It is interesting to compare the buckling behaviors of the staggered nanostructure with that of the continuous-fiber reinforced composite. Imagining each two neighboring mineral crystals of the staggered nanostructure in the Z direction were welded together at the tip zone, the "imperfect" structure will then become ideal continuous structure. Its buckling strength is given by the Rosen model [19] r
which sets the upper limit of buckling strength of staggered nanostructure of biological materials, as depicted in Fig. 7 . When the aspect ratio became very large, the upper limit reduced down to the lower limit. Therefore, all the curves with different overlapping ratios k collapsed onto the upper/lower limits at extremely large aspect ratio. The volume fraction of mineral also had significant effect on the buckling strength, which depends on the aspect ratio and overlapping ratio, as depicted in Fig. 8 . The buckling strength increased with the volume fraction of mineral for different aspect ratios and overlapping ratios. When the aspect ratio was small (q ¼ 5), the effect of volume fraction was significant, in particular at large overlapping ratio. When the aspect ratio became larger (q ¼ 10; 20), the effect of volume fraction was less significant as the rate of increase of the strength with the volume fraction became smaller. In addition, the buckling strength increased slowly when the volume fraction was small, but it increased faster abruptly when the volume fraction was large, in particular when V m > 90%. This might be the reason that hard biological materials often have very large volume fraction of mineral, such as sea shells.
Of note, in our previous work [17] the possible contact between the tips of adjacent mineral crystals was ignored. And, the buckling behaviors of the nanostructure were analyzed based on an RVE of a half length (i.e., A Fig. 2(b) . In addition, the mineral crystals were assumed in a staggering with a half overlapping length (k ¼ 1=2). In order to examine the effect of contact, here we make a comparison between the predictions of these two models. As in Ref. [17] , we also adopt A The predicted buckling modes of the nanostructure changing with the aspect ratio and overlapping ratio k ¼ 1=2. The difference is that the tips of adjacent mineral are connected via pinned joints in this study, while they were free in Ref. [17] . As we can see from Figs. 9 and 10, for the symmetric buckling, the predictions of the buckling strength and modes by the two models were similar. However, for the antisymmetric buckling, the predictions of the two models were different, in particular at small aspect ratio. The strength of the tip-pinned model of the present study was significantly larger than that of the tipfree model in the previous study. And their difference in buckling strength decreased with the increase of aspect ratio. This result can be understood from their difference in the buckling modes (Fig. 10) . The contact (modeled by pinned joint) restrained the rigid-body rotation of mineral, which shows that the contact between mineral tips may have significant effect on the buckling strength of nanostructure at small aspect ratio. Of note is that the actual interaction between the mineral tips should be between two extremities-a tip-pinned like in this study and tip-free like in previous works. Therefore, the actual buckling strength of biological materials should also be between the strength of the two extremities.
Conclusions
In this paper, a mechanical model, considering the overlapping ratio between mineral crystals and their contact at the tips, is proposed for studying the buckling behaviors of staggered nanostructure of biological materials. The effects of overlapping ratio, aspect ratio, and volume fraction of mineral crystals on the buckling mode and strength were analyzed systematically. Our main findings are summarized as follows:
(1) The overlapping ratio takes crucial roles in the buckling strength of the nanostructure of biological materials. The buckling strength increases with the overlap ratio in the range of k 2 ½0; 1=2, and it reaches a peak value at k ¼ 1=2. The mechanism is that the staggered arrangement with large overlapping ratio is able to enhance the buckling strength by restraining the rotation and bending of mineral crystals. (2) The effect of overlapping ratio on the buckling strength depends on the aspect ratio and volume fraction of minerals. This effect is more significant at the small aspect ratio and large volume fraction. (3) The contact between mineral tips may have significant effect on the buckling strength and buckling modes at small aspect ratio of minerals.
